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Norma S. Bowkett 

IF WINTERED 

If wintered I should die in Fair-
Banks, bury me on the Kenai. 
Let waters washed by warmer air 
Address my bones. Let seagulls cry. 
Living gives enough of permafrost. 
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Kay Boyle 

MARCH IN THE COVE 

Last night, sitting upon a rock, I listened a long time to the 
frogs' high, foolish piping, 

And saw you return, your presence bringing tremors of 
speech 

That widened, like rings on water, rippling around the 
tree-trunks, 

Through the leaves. The silk scarf was at your throat, your 
coat hung straight, 

You closed the car door hard, as if done with it forever. 
You walked 

Up under the stars, under the balcony, with no use for the 
night, 

Impatient with the threadbare velvet of its collar, the 
frayed silk of its sleeves. 

I said goodnight in a hundred silent ways to you, to your 
square brow and the angle of your mouth, 

Likening the frogs' green voices to the voices of children 
crying at the water's edge. 

Unborn still, but calling through the dark. I said goodnight 
To the sound of your feet on the gravel, to your humor, 

your unbroken pride. 
In a whisper thin as as the piping of the frogs, I cried 
Your name and watched you close the door against the 

moaning buoys on the tide. 
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John Morgan 

I begin to feel my way 

Again it is evening when I begin, and with all this meaning 
flicking off the skin of the day like sparks from coal 
I take in my hands a volume of posthumous equations 
to work over with meticulous derivation upon astrolabe. 
Always this leads out to other sets and dimensions 
which in their calculated remoteness illuminate my own. 

By now the stars have come on, each star a fountain of grace 
in blue, green or white, each radiating coolly 
at a fabulous distance the warmth which is like the best 
that is human, personal and deep beyond scheming. 

And because alone, I think of others 
in their artificial studies, men and women I have known 
and I call myself through half-forgotten names into their 

memories. 
If I could tell it was so, would all the edges of the year 
crack and fall off? It is impossible to tell. 

Odd scraps of regret wash in from the sea like darkness. 
I go blank and fail to comprehend even the desk in front of me. 

The night ahead full of loose moorings, and half a life 
of nights to follow, old as I am, 
young as I am, oh, if this is the house 
I 'm to live in, tomorrow let me stand upon the roof. 
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Linda Schandelmeier 

I have looked at the bodies of men 

I have looked at the bodies of men 
after loving them, 
in the space after 
when the day returns whispering 
the world is here yet 
and I have wondered 
what brought me there. 
but your body, 
every turn of it, 
is more lovely than all 
of the summer thrushes 
and like the ache of 
too much sweet wine. 
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Joe Enzweiler 

NORIKO 

"We are only here to adore the world," you say 
Is this the paradise of love? 

hearing in my bones 
the sound night makes with its drums? 
And then while our heads droop down 

on each other's shoulders 
like exotic birds, 

I will go off to find 
the one great animal of the world 

that moves its body with the same 
dark liquid as your eyes. 

The trees are full with thorns of ice. 
The moon opens its cold hand 

and a dust travels down 
on a blue flame. 
This is the way we inhabit our spirits 

again, and walk into the sleep 
of dense stones, together. 
Is this the paradise of love? 

the body without a master 
celebrating the end of life 

before it is so? 
You are still. You turn. 
One line of cheek burns up 

and is gone. 
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The moon goes back inside its tunnel 
and the brilliant ponds are dim. 
I feel my heart move quietly 

in the folds of my coat. 
But the dark lamps of our bodies 

still burn a green oil. 
If this is love, then it is love; 

to join in our brief space 
to come and leave us 

like the dance 
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Irene Thomas 

Kodiak Coastal Blues 

Seven o'clock in the morning and the weather is so nasty 
that the wind is driving sheets of rain into my sleep-sodden eyes 
as I stumble down the steep, mud-slick hill to work. I am headed 
for one of Kodiak Island's canneries. During the month of 
August, the king crab season and the monsoon season are at their 
height, and somehow I must survive them both. 

Hip boots, rainpants and slicker all streaming with water as I 
reach the swinging double doors of the crab plant. Health 
regulations state, "All Employees Must Have Head Coverings." 
Mine is a much-abused, much-loved fisherman's cap which was 
once white but is now an indeterminate grayish-brown. In 
compliance with regulations, I jam it down over my ears and am 
ready for work. Clink-clunk, the time clock punches the start of 
another fourteen-hour day, and I escape the hell of Kodiak 
weather for the hell of the crab processing plant. 

Huge bubbling bins of boiling crab fog the air with their rich 
oily steam. The floor glistens slickly in the mist. Bloated and very 
dead, a waterlogged rat lies jammed against the open drain which 
runs the length of the plant. First things first-if the drain clogs 
up we'll all be wading knee-deep in water and slime. I pull on 
sodden gloves, lift the rat by the tail and hurl it towards the 
gaping maw of the crusher which chews up crab shells, spoiled 
crab meat, and the occasional dead rat and dumps its liquid 
sludge straight into Kodiak harbor. 

I take my place in the long line of yellow raingeared, 
black-booted ladies somnolently packing the cooked crab into 
small waxed boxes. "Kodiak's Finest," say the boxes. Four legs, 
then two claws, then four legs the other way and repeat and 
repeat until mind and hands are numb and legs tingle with 
exhaustion. Each time the door to the blast freezer groans open, 
a wave of arctic air oozes across the floor. Steam from the 
cookers solidifies into harsh, eye-stinging crystals and your lungs 
ache with each rasping breath. 
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"Break time!" There's a scramble to scrub down slimy 
hands and faces and be first in line for thick sludgy coffee and 
stale donuts. The pause lasts fifteen minutes and then it's, "Back 
to work!" 

I walk past the long metal tables, past the cookers and 
freezers to the butchering stand. The gillers are already at work, 
scouring freshly butchered crab sections. Across from them are 
the wedges: triangular metal spikes jutting out from the wall at 
waist height and dripping with green slime which jells into a 
quivering putrid mass on the shell-littered floor. 

My right side's a mass of purplish bruises from smashing 
crabs on the wedge, so this time for a change I strap the heavy 
black foam pad against my left side, tighten the buckle around 
my waist and turn to the live bin. The live bin ... a creeping, 
nightmarish tangle of waving pincers, sharp poisonous spines, 
bulging eyes, and long-clawed purple legs, where the 
crabs-displaced, dehydrated and dying-wait their turn with the 
butchers. Gingerly I extract one from the seething mass, position 
it struggling before the wedge, smash it with a quick thrust of 
arms and hip into convulsively twitching sections which I then 
toss on the shelf to be grilled, cooked, sorted, packed, frozen, 
shipped, and sold as Crab Louis and Crab Flambe to 
discriminating, well-heeled diners all over the world. 

* * * 

At low tide the river channel is a confusion of braided 
sandbars and half-submerged rocks, so we let the current carry 
our skiff out past the river mouth before starting the outboard. 
It's peaceful just floating past the wave-cut banks in the early 
morning sunlight, watching the gulls squawk and squabble over 
each morsel left uncovered by the tide. But soon we're in deep 
water and it's time to go to work. I start cutting bait while 
Charlie heads the skiff for the bright orange buoys. 

Halibut fishing is alternately boring, exhilarating, and 
frustrating. Boring when hook after empty hook slides over the 
gunnel to be caught, baited with a scaly mangled half-rotted 
chunk of herring from the bait-bucket, and tossed-carefully, 
since halibut hooks are long, barbed and notorious for catching 
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gloves and fingers-over the opposite gunnel. But when there's a 
fish on ... 

Usually his weight tugging against the groundline gives us 
the first hint of his presence. Nothing is said just yet-the 
groundline might be hung up on a rock or a log-but then we see 
him, swimming up huge and white against the gray-brown water. 
"Quick, get the gaffs! Hang onto the line, here he comes. Christ, 
where's the spear?" The spear has a detachable tip which is tied 
off to the boat with five or six feet of line. When the fish breaks 
water we run the spear through him and withdraw the shaft, 
leaving the fish neatly caught between spear tip and boat. This is 
absolutely necessary with large halibut, since they're usually not 
hooked well and, if only gaffed, will thrash and struggle and 
often break away completely. 

We are almost to the end of the groundline, hurrying 
because a squall is moving in on us with the turning tide and we 
don 't wish to work against either one. Charlie's pulling the 
groundline, I'm baiting hooks, when suddenly our casual banter 
stops and I see a curious, intense concentration wash over his 
face. I reach for the next-empty-hook. A quick double flick of 
wrist and fingers and it's baited. I toss it over the side and grab 
the next one, and there, three hooks down, a huge bulge-eyed 
spade-shaped head gapes up at me through the murky water. He's 
quiet so far. 

We must move now, and quickly. I nod at Charlie, we trade 
places so that I'm holding the groundline. He jams the spear tip 
onto the shaft, checks the knots, and nods to me. We're ready. I 
tie the groundline off to the gunnel and slowly, slowly start 
pulling up to the halibut. An empty hook and another flip over 
the side. One-handed (the other clutches the spear), Charlie 
unsnaps them and tosses them to the stern, out of our way. 

And then we're on the fish. His great wide head breaks 
water; Charlie, arms bulging, leans far over, and in one thrust the 
spear rips through skin and cartilage and flesh and skin again to 
lodge on the far side, and just in time as the fish explodes in a 
thrashing agony and the hook, bent already from the pressure of 
his jaws, falls useless from the wide-curving black slash of his 
mouth. 

Charlie straightens up, smiling. " We 've got him! And big 
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too-must be at least 150 pounds!" (Quick mental arithmetic 
here: let's see, at $1.40 a pound ... yes, not a bad day after 
all ... but he's not in the boat yet.) Now the gaffs. 

One for each of us. We crouch poised over the gunnel as 
Charlie hauls the wounded furious fish towards us. His forearms 
are taut with the strain. I must make the first gaff and hang on 
while Charlie drops the spearline and grabs his own gaff. 

"Here he comes, now get a good set," and there's a thunk as 
my gaff sinks into the soft flesh behind the jaw and I'm hanging 
on, "Hurry, Charlie! "-hanging on, belly scraping along the 

·gunnel, muscles shaking, nose and eyes streaming, hair trailing in 
the turmoiled water-when suddenly the pressure's gone and my 
arms fly up in recoil and Charlie is holding the broken spearline 
and crying, "Gaff him again, gaff him, gaff him!" and I double 
over the side, my hands clenched around the gaff handle, my 
arms splashing shoulder deep in the water. The wide flat tail, 
almost two feet across, is just beyond my farthest reach and I 
watch helplessly as it curves in a great arc against the water, once, 
twice, and is gone. 
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Barbara L. Chadwick 

FISHING 

The pink and blue arrives with trumpets, clumps of clouds 
Topping the hill, the cavalry that finally arrives. 
You stand unimpressed, 
Fishing tackle arrayed like merchandise 
In some mid-Eastern market about your legs. 
The tiny fish that silver leap above the golden lake 
Are only good for watching; 
I see them arch, turn over, complete the dive, 
Ignore your hook. I have not seen such patience 
In awhile: 
The repetition of the cast, the slow deliberate 
Line made by the lure t railing circles. 
A mournful cry of some unknowable bird 
Forsakes the sunrise. You stand surrounded by it, 
Surrounded by the changing baby shades of morning, 
Metallic glitter of the lake, 
They spread from you like ripples, waves. 
From my rock perch 
The wind whisper of the spruce 
Presses on my ears, sounding like silence. 
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Karen Randlev 

LEAFING THROUGH A BOOK 
AT THE ART MUSEUM PAVILION 

Seattle days 
are mist and smoke, 
reddened eyes 
and anxious counting of every hour until bedtime, 
or September-

unlike bruegel landscapes, 
cooky-cutter sharp, 
tasty and palpable. 

MIDWESTERN INSPIRATION 

I can't write poetry 
on 1-90 
between Elkhart and Southbend. 

There's no delineation 
only one flatness 
falling into another. 
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Ronald Crowe 

FAIRBANKS JUNK ARTIST 

Notice how he has arranged it: 
the forty-six Studebaker without engine leads 
your eye to the blueblack Ford pickup with no windshield 
to the pretzeled Harley Davidson, past 
a stack of used windows to the wooden 
box full of red-tagged electric motors, coiled wire, 
and radar waveguides-treasures from Badger Road 
surplus sales; the fifty unpeeled spruce logs 
he was going to build a cabin with 
on that land he never bought across the river. 
The old Bendix washing machine, like 
the refrigerator, needs only a part or two 
and is just as close to his heart. Somebody once 
told him the crateful of telephone pole insulators 
was worth something, and those twenty-eight ammo boxes, 
rusting, will surely come in handy 
someday, as will the twenty steel oil drums picked up 
for practically nothing. A friend gave him 
the deceased twenty-five horse Johnson outboard, 
and there is much more hidden among and beneath and ... 

He has to park his truck-the one that runs-
out in the road now. He has this recurring dream 
that the Army is shipping him out 
on a twenty-four-hour notice, and he must leave it all 
(despite being twelve years retired); he awakes 
in a cold sweat, calmed only by looking 
out the window and making sure. 
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Greg Divers 

THE SOUND OF THE PILE DRIVER 

on The Grand Canal 
Venice; November 1974 

Political poster peelings: 
Corrugated sheet metal barricades 
Construction site. 

Rebecca A. Silliman 

A MEMORY 

Flowers of snow 
Clinging to skeletons 
of black branches 

A memory 
Struggles out from 
forgotten time 

The snow flowers 
Become pussywillows-

I remember. 
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Greg Divers 

KEROSENE FLAME GRANDPA 

Kerosene Flame Grandpa, founder of 
The Society For An Equal Alphabet and 
constant companion of the lonesome lamppost, 
envies the more frontispiece than commercial 
Prince Albert In The Can as he sits 
with his eyebrows in his hands and asks, 
"What is it that one cannot accept?" 

he has often received abundant applause 
as the best actor in a supporting role 
but considers it to be nothing more than 
aesthetic doldrums dripping 
from the drainpipe as he longs 
to experience the ten seconds when 
the poisonous snake lives like clockwork 

But with useless guide words sitting atop 
the blank columns of his pocket dictionary 
and his mousetrap empty (including bait) 
Kerosene Flame Grandpa can only try to remember 
that moment before train crash 
and grope for the hyena's hind leg. 
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Stephen D. Parks 

THE LOVE ACTS 

flesh flesh to lay with flesh flesh 
I am in proximity 
with an unconstrained human 

her line of neck I kiss 
feeling buttocks at my loin 
unforeign they belong 

my leg's concave embracing 
as I encircle and am encircled 
by body, not mine 

I ad ore a woman a man 
a man a woman, not me 
two melding dissimilars, I learn emotion 
for object-human, not mine 

kissing our lips our parts conjoin 
building a creature new 
having four legs and arms 
lost is the oneness of one 
this new born thing 
pants a natal cry 

the many legs and arms 
two heads draw in to one another 
the pull desperate to mingle 
blood tissue with blood tissue, figure 
to figure. Human unity achieved. 
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Rodger Moody 

But with the clink of time 
the penis wilts, the bind is broken 
though I protest, two 
again are two. halt isolation 

there are bodies two, legs arms 
no mutual. return me 
to the four legged four armed 
body, not me 

A SILVERFISH CRAWLING OUT 
of the drain. 
I turn the hot water 
onto the damned bastard. 

In a few moments 
he is back, wiggling up 
the side of my kitchen sink 

and into a drawer 
where I find 
a pocketknife and a penlight 
a stone inside a piggy bank 
and let the runt go. 
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Joan Fernandes 

IVORY IMAGE 

after I stopped going to church 
I had to find a fold-up portable god 

nothing gaudy 
no gold trimmed tie 
no crown /riddled with rubies from a sniper's gun 

instead I found You 
smoking (sky) lark cigarettes 
sighing in iambic pentameters 

I saw the potential. 

I brought you home 
wondering if you'd wear your camera to bed 
studying your beard-in or out of the sheets? 

I think I yes I you 'II do. 
I'll have a statue made 
& fit you for a halo. 

you never asked for the job 
& when you think I'm not looking 
you try to run from the tabernacle 
I built to house enormous YOU 

you tell me you're a midget in elevator shoes 
you tell me you're no good in bed 

I genuflect & drink you in like communion. 
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PHOTO ESSAY ON STORES IN ALASKA 
by 

Yvonne Mozee 

GAMBELL, St. Lawrence Island. An Eskimo resident of 
Gambell watches three visiting Alaskan artists prepare an 
exhibit of their paintings and sketechesin the Gambell Native 
Store. 
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WALES. Sean Komonaseak (left) and friends succumb to a 
heady mixture of shyness and merriment in store at Wales. 
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HOPE: Counter cafeteria at the Hope General Store. 
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HOPE General Store on the Kenai Peninsula. Built in 1896-97. 
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Carol Johnson 

HUNTER 

A brace of eagles 
hung from his belt 

cleaned, magnificent 
tied by the 
claws 
wings frozen open 

feather skirting 
and the yellow eyes 
the insistent stare 

sighting 
a royal pair 
gliding 
issuing high cries 
to mate 

Chief yellow eyes 
chief flesh 
hot enough 
in flight 

pursues death 
by the curved beak 
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Dana Shilling 

IRREGULAR FAMILY COURT BALLADE 

Hostess cupcake twigs luscious in the drear, 
Chemical yumminess iced brown on white 
All this existed in other years-
Nature and pastorales, tricks of the light. 
Wordsworth lacked cyclamates, so could not write 
Of chilly Coke or nuclear fission. 
Trees are the same, and the charcoal of night-
Nothing changes except the vision.

Before the airplane, where was the flight? 
Was the light bulb in another sphere 
Before its invention, or was it quite 
Present in someone's schematics, clear 
Enough to those who ventured to peer 
Into strange scribblings and make a decision? 
A pair, an act, can be gay or queer; 
Nothing changes except the vision. 

The basic emotions- exhaustion, spite 
(There is a certain persistence to spite) 
Exist in the judges and those they indict. 
In the chumminess of our common plight 
Haven't you ever noticed, dear, 
My face contorted with equal concision? 
Bernini's Teresa with some other spear-
Nothing changes except the vision. 

Do we change the things we perceive and fear? 
Perhaps, but we gain an equal height; 
The handkerchief is as wet as our tears, 
The antagonist as strong as our might. 
Antibiotic is equal to blight, 
Self-loathing as strong as others ' derision 
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So, relatively, it's the selfsame fight; 
Nothing changes except the vision. 

Prints or photographs, statues or books, 
Blasphemy, science, or other religion, 
The truth is blinding, but nobody looks; 
Nothing changes except the vision. 

Susan Gilbert 

MOON POEM 

moreover the sea does not tum 
and the moon is not an acrobat 

from the sea the fish looked up 
they were surprised to see the moon come closer 

one or another horse walked in the meadow 
looking at the moon through spectacles 

as you may know the sea does not swim 
and the moon cannot see (it has no eyes) 

in a cave a bat was saying prayers 
song of solomon and king of kings 
he could not see the moon 
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Susan Jane Liguori 

THE LEAVING 
for RLR 

People drop out of my life 
like sky divers 
frantic for the fall. 
I see them spinning below-
their long good-byes are over 
in an instant. 
Sometimes their parachutes 
trail and tug at me in the wind; 
whiteness is all 
that is left of those shadows. 

I go to the graves of relationships 
in my dreams. Here 
I finish sentences 
and all my anecdotes have meaning. 

They say that if you kiss 
the body 
you won't wake in space 
tied in strings of snow. 
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Birch Pavelsky 

Brown November afternoon 
presentient of snow: 
two grouse the color of willow trunks 
among the willows go. 

YOU STIR THEM UP 

You stir them up from the bottom 
like paint, 
old letters of passionate love, 
blazing, roaring in the brown barrel. 
Hurry, hurry! 
But they burn slow. 
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Elyse Guttenberg 

SING HIGH THE MARTIN WINTER 

sing high the martin winter 
we were inbred-
a cold white snow 

the glistening retreat 
there was coffee and 

our dreams; 
the muttered silences 

the easy laughter 
and the river near the bluff 

twisted and waiting 
with a sense of sleep. 

and the river 
by our side 
tracks and scents 

upon the trail. 
moon's rising 

soft, to tell 
to keep the watch of night 
the early evening 
short: the day 

our voices rose and fell: no rhyme 
it mattered not 

the shape of hands 
beside the hill 

we were appeased 
had waited and had won 

and we sang the martin winter 
the soft moving colours of our night. 
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Laurel Speer 

OLD FRANK, YOUNG FRANK 

This father and this son 
Are face to face, 
Dark eye to dark eye, 
Sharp nose to sharp nose. 
They drink without remorse, 
Suffer ironic twists 
Of the mouth 
And poison each other's minds 
Against the people of the father's 
Past life. 
Ex-wives, 
Lovers, 
Indiscretions. 
The son is a tape worm 
Eating the father's gut. 
A faggot, 
Indiscriminate in his ugly lust 
For punishment. 

You made me, 
I make you laugh 
At sentiment. 
I throw acid in your eyes 
And the tears that form 
I snort away 
With a shot of whiskey. 
I'm blood of your blood 
Fat old man, 
Now eat it. 
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Lael Morgan 

FREEDOM 

The Inupiat carved me 
a forever-flying-ivory-bird ... 
arcing the air on lovely, luminous wing. 
Enough, I guess, that it should fly forever .. . 
But how I wish that it could also sing. 

FLYING 

The glacier with its giant paw 
pushed down the granite valley 
crushing stout rock 
to grainy moraine ... 
Inching a frightful tally. 
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Gloria Bromberg 

ITINERARY 

for C.J. 

Formless 
& floating 
she glides between 
the sheets 
between 
her dreams. 

She puts on her 
robe & slippers and 
drifts slowly out the window 
toward the stars 
which are spores. 

Lao king back 
she sees Venus 
become a tiny, pastel seed. 

Ahead in 
the faint darkness 
Mars expects her, 
red & ripe. 
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John Morgan 

THE PITCH 

I think of it as a back and forth motion, a sort of rippling 
like in a fishtank contraption, the continuous interplay of wave 
on wave, of wave against glass, transparent yet reflective of 
points of color: a trap for the eye. And yet it is also war, a 
conflict of forces and battle plans, and my own have always 
turned out to be weak and ill-considered. I march my troops 
into the field in orderly battalions only to have them cut to 
pieces by the hidden artillery of an enemy camped above in the 
surrounding hills-or anyway, that 's how I think of it. You will 
see I'm no expert on war. 

My enemies are always experts, always well-focused within 
their limited fields. I think of the old Yankees of the 'Fifties 
and what they always did to my poor team, the Dodgers. 
Always except once. But I don't want to dwell on exceptions. 

Of course the real enemy, the one with whom I lock wills, 
with whom I have carried on a life-long flirtation ... the one 
who hangs out in the bush with a blow-gun waiting to sink his 
poison dart into the fleshy calf of my leg ... the one, the one 
who ... who is he? I hear him breathing, I glimpse his 
movement and take evasive action. I run. I run for my life. 
Panting, I charge up the hill and attain the relative safety of 
familiar ground. Here are the tall weeds I have not yet cut with 
a scythe, and here is the laundry tree I put up last spring which 
the water from the sump-pump undermines. My house beyond, 
a rambling old house, large and gray, unpainted in spots, with 
shingles missing and gutters down, but comfortable and 
safe : the house I love and will have to sell. Soon. 

* * * 
I've resolved to tell all, even this fantasy : that tomorrow I 
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shall rise at seven, shave, dress, skim the paper over breakfast, 
ignoring all articles of no relevance to my life. That by 
nine-thirty I shall be at my office. I work through lunch, and 
after dinner I will have several appointments. Naturally, because 
that is how business is done: most sales of life insurance are 
made after dinner over coffee at the customer's kitchen table. 

My wife and kids tell me I'm a fuck-up. Actually, I'm a 
saint. 

For example, whenever a customer dies, I make it a point 
to attend the funeral just to show there's no hard feelings. 
Besides, it's amusing to see where the money's going: the wife 
who nagged him, the kids he hated. But I'm not as cynical as 
some: those of my colleagues for example who believe they are 
doing their customers a service. 

* * * 
The fact is, whatever role you choose is so limiting! 
The mind in its natural state is vast and chaotic. Have you 

ever watched the stars at night filling the heavens with their 
billions of pulsating corpuscles of light, each star a turbulent 
cloud of flaming gasses, atoms stripped of their electrons 
churning their matter to energy on a scale that shrivels all 
earthly transactions to ash? 

I often begin my sales-pitch with a little lecture on stars. 
Who could find that boring? Yet many of my customers do. So 
you see, we are different. My interest in stars speaks for me. 
Others are interested in insurance policies. 

* * * 
And now it is late at night and I'm driving home. 

Look: the stars out over the lake, the stars which come and go, 
are born and die without insurance policies, their only 
beneficiaries the darkness. I call them, "Cosmic fuck-ups." 
That's why they are beautiful. 

My customer tonight was a junior executive at the bank 
which holds the mortgage on my house. We had a small chuckle 
about that. When I'm hot, you see what a devil I can be. I told 
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him, "My house is slowly sinking into the mud. How secure do 
you think your bank is? Perhaps a little supplemental 
coverage ... '' 

The policy he bought was modest. Still, something. 
Another ripple on the surface of the tank. Money. Business. 
Exchange of goods and services. And above us all, the heavens, 
each star a piece of gold or silver shining down on our 
transactions. 

Lyric Ozburn 
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Patricia Monaghan 

YOUR SUICIDE THREATS 

In the cirque, in the vast 
colliseum of the glaciers, 
gladiator lichen, lions of stone 
slowly grapple to 
the faint applause of dust. 
Mosses ambush 
unguarded pebbles 
on tundra battlefields. 
Centuries away, lines of spruce 
form their battalions. 
Here survival is enough. 
Survival is (even) victory. 

Years pile up on you 
like fossil forests: 
flower layers, layers of bone. 
You have been strong, and tender. 
But when I walk with you 
on this eroded ground 
you stumble constantly 
on jaws of sabertooth, 
on bones of mastodon. 
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NYMPHS 

Lyric Ozburn 
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Laurel Speer 

DOA 

Lisa is a fat 
Overwrought 
Diabetic 
Fruit fly. 
She buzzes the bars 
In the company of disgruntled gays 
And accepts free drinks 
For her tolerance 
And adulation. 
But drinks are not good 
For diabetics 
And one day Lisa's going to faint 
Dead away 
On the kitchen floor 
While spreading herself 
A forbidden peanut butter 
And jelly sandwich, 
In a torpor of longing 
For a life 
With one 
True 
Tolerant 
Decent man. 
For this she's going to be 
Just DOA 
One day. 
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Marijane Osborn 

RIDDLE NINETEEN 

I saw HORSE (the god of the sun's path 
And hailstorm) proud in spirit and of radiant head 
Run violently, tormenting 

Swift creature over the plains of time and fortune, 
over the paths of the sail. 

Strong in battle, on his back he bore 
MAN (whome the gods need). Man rode that nailed SPEAR 
Of the ways. The wide ranger, strong in his running, 

in ritual and time, 
Carried on his journey HAWK, the brave (god of burning-
The oaken ship bore a fee for the god of storms). 

Voyage and vessel were brighter 
Because of these things. 

Say what I am called. 

(A gloss-translation from the 
Exeter Book of Anglo-Saxon Poetry) 

(As l have translated this riddle-
in which the capitalized words are 
in runes and spelled backwards-the 
answer would appear to be 
"death-ship," the ship that carries 
souls to the land of the dead.) 
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Mona Esposito 

I am 

the anonymous woman 
easy to love/ 

hard to understand 
And today I realize i am not the deciding factor. 

i am no factor at all. 
I stand at a distance from your handsome shadow 
I am unable to walk amid that darkness. 

those gentle eyes 
soothe nothing 

of the way I feel. 
my heart's been divided like this before. 
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Joe Enzweiler 

THE MOON 

There is a place 
in the night country 
where my hands 
cry out like blisters 
from the cold. 
I hear them moan in the wind, 
without sense, 
as if they were wind themselves. 

The ice reaches deep 
through the branches, 
till every needle gleams in a point. 
All around me, 
there is the hum of tines 
just plucked. 
The trees grow rich in blue stars. 

It is here my open eye 
is kept like an emerald, 
perfect, alone, 
set turning before my dark face, 
the last living part of me. 
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